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Release/Rollout
On September 30, Dr. Julie A. Long, the task force chair, conducted briefings for Senate staffers in the morning and for House staffers at a noon lunch seminar. The afternoon presentation was held at the USDA Whitten Building. There were 35 registrants for these three briefings.

In-kind Contributions: 270 volunteer hours; $19,980 monetary value

Press Release (results two weeks after release)
- Press release went to 5,703 e-contacts resulting in 1,333 opens.
- The press release through PRWeb resulted in 171 views and reached 977 targeted influencers (journalists).
- 136 media outlets posted the press release. A sampling of sites where the release was picked up: BioFlorida, Livestock Conservancy, Markets Insider, Oklahoma Farm Report, RFD-TV, Seed Daily, many daily news and business journal sites, and regional news channels (ABC, CBS, CW, FOX, NBC).

Follow-On Activities

Paper Distribution
- Paper Downloads—6 months after release: 359
- Distributed approximately 429 copies of printed issue paper

Indirect Paper Distribution

Researchgate

EBSCO
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